Laryngeal carcinomas.
This study is based upon 214 cases of laryngeal carcinoma treated at the Foundation Curie, Paris, France, from January, 1958, to 1968. The results in terms of five-year survival have been: (see article). A statistical study of these results was made by Professor Daudel and demonstrated the absence of significant difference for the groups of tumors classed T1 and in Stage I and II treated either by radiocobalt or by surgery, whether followed or not by radiotherapy. By contrast there was a clearly significant difference in favor of surgery for the group of tumors classified as T2, T3, T4, or in Stage III. This significant difference in favor of primary surgery disappeared if we excluded the patients who died of intercurrent illnesses or of a second cancer not involving the larynx, and when we took into account those cures obtained by surgery in the event of failure of radiation and inversely, of those cures having been obtained by radiation therapy in the event of failure of surgery.